Doing Good in Every Direction guides how we plan to make a sustainable and positive impact wherever we do business

London Marriott Regents Park Sustainability Initiatives

Energy

- LED Lighting throughout the hotel and car park: Reducing Energy and Carbon emissions.
- Cheetah Extractor Fan Control System: Automatic speed variation of extractor/supply fan when kitchen is not in use.
- Kiwi Power Demand Reduction Strategy: To reduce KWH loads at set times thereby reducing the load on the national grid peak times.
- CHP: Efficient way of producing heating and hot water than conventional boiler system, it also produces electricity.

Water

- New taps fitted: Saves 3 Litres in bath and 1 Litre in sinks in all 311 bedrooms
- New Water Flush system: Has 2 buttons (2 Litres & 4.5 Litres) to reduce flush volumes in all bedrooms.
- Smart planting of shrubs and bushes: Reducing the need for watering, minimal use of seasonal bedding plants.

Waste

- Sustainable Waste Management: 100% of all waste from the hotel is recycled by the waste management company who recycle segregated waste so 0% goes to landfill
- Reduction of Paper Wastage: Moving towards paperless activities
- Recycle Toners for all hotel’s printers
- Reusable food service items
- Waste cooking oil is recycled into fuel by the company 3663, collect every 100 Litres.